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Success for research careers differs from success for research

≠ Success for research

Open science

Creating collaboration

Quality

Innovation

Valid, reproducible findings

Transparency, honesty, modesty 

Success for careers

Exceptional findings

Individual achievements

Competitive

Quantity

Positive results

Sensational

Noémie Aubert Bonn

https://orcid.org/0000-0003-0252-2331

https://orcid.org/0000-0003-0252-2331
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Current career structures block diversity

Narrow metrics,
Focus on outputs
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Narrow metrics,
Focus on outputs
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Narrow metrics,
Focus on outputs
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Ex-Researchers
Research Integrity

Offices

PhD Students Institution Leaders

Post Doc Policy Makers

Lab Technicians Editors/Publishers

Faculty researchers Research Funders

Responsibilities for 
change
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Ex-Researchers
Research Integrity

Offices

PhD Students Institution Leaders

Post Doc Policy Makers

Lab Technicians Editors/Publishers

Faculty researchers Research Funders

Nobody feels able to 
change

First mover’s disadvantage

Lack of dialogue between stakeholders

Lack of coordination between stakeholders
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So what do we do?

• How do we broaden what we value 

and reward in research?

• How do we support a more diverse 

set of roles and careers?

• How do we work together to create 

systemic change?
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https://r4ri.ukri.org/

“If you ask your nephew what they want to 
do when they grow up, they say they want 
to experiment, explore, and discover, not 
that they want an H-index of 60.”

“When we talk to researchers and ask about 
their recent achievements: it shouldn’t be 
that they published two articles in Nature, 
but rather the nice science they have done 
and their contributions to the community 
and broader public.”

Ottoline Leyser
UKRI CEO

Marc Schiltz
FNR Secretary 

General

https://r4ri.ukri.org/
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Research culture encompasses the behaviours, values, expectations, attitudes and 

norms of our research communities. It influences researchers’ career paths and 

determines the way that research is evaluated, conducted, and communicated.

Based on: https://royalsociety.org/topics-policy/projects/research-culture/

https://royalsociety.org/science-events-and-lectures/2016/09/early-career-researcher-conference/

https://royalsociety.org/topics-policy/projects/research-culture/
https://royalsociety.org/science-events-and-lectures/2016/09/early-career-researcher-conference/
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https://www.scienceeurope.org/our-priorities/research-culture/research-values-framework/

Culture is underpinned by values!

All we do should be grounded here!

https://www.scienceeurope.org/our-priorities/research-culture/research-values-framework/
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What is Research Culture?

https://wellcome.org/what-we-do/our-work/research-culture

https://wellcome.org/what-we-do/our-work/research-culture
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Open access/ Open 
Science

Research Assessment/ 
Recognition and 

Rewards
Careers and precarity

Credit: Karen Stroobants

Shifting Research Culture
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• 350+ organizations from 40+ countries

• Multiple stakeholder feedback rounds

• Signature collection starting Sept. 28

https://eua.eu/downloads/news/2022_07_19_rra_agreement_final.pdf
https://eua.eu/news/922:reforming-research-assessment-the-agreement-is-now-final.html
https://research-and-innovation.ec.europa.eu/news/all-research-and-innovation-news/process-
towards-agreement-reforming-research-assessment-2022-01-18_en

• 4 core commitments:

• Supporting diverse needs/activities in research, more qualitative evaluation, 

abandoning inappropriate use of metrics and rankings

• 6 supporting commitments:

• Commit resources to reform, review/develop current processes, raise awareness, 

exchange with others, communicate progress

• Ensure all practice/criteria/tools are grounded with research/evidence-based

https://eua.eu/downloads/news/2022_07_19_rra_agreement_final.pdf
https://eua.eu/news/922:reforming-research-assessment-the-agreement-is-now-final.html
https://research-and-innovation.ec.europa.eu/news/all-research-and-innovation-news/process-towards-agreement-reforming-research-assessment-2022-01-18_en
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Open Access Policies: Plan S & Open Access Fund, 
ORCiD integration, 

Data Management Plans

Narrative CVs, 
New FNR Awards 

categories:
Outstanding Mentor, 
Outstanding Scientific 

Achievement

Gender Working 
Group, 

CORE Junior

From <https://sfdora.org/2020/08/18/the-intersections-between-dora-open-scholarship-and-equity/>

Because we believe 
researchers are more than a 
paper-publishing machine.

LU Research Culture 
Working Group,
DORA Funder’s 

Group, 
Science Europe 

Working Group on 
Research Culture

https://sfdora.org/2020/08/18/the-intersections-between-dora-open-scholarship-and-equity/
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NIutQj_nppE

• An open resource for all, from DORA/FNR

• Goal: Fostering a holistic evaluation 

process to improve the quality of science

• Shown at the beginning of every FNR 

panel and sent to all FNR evaluators

Video: “Balanced, broad, responsible: A practical guide for 

research evaluators

https://www.fnr.lu/new-video-resource-for-funders/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NIutQj_nppE
https://www.fnr.lu/new-video-resource-for-funders/
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FNR Awards categories:
1. Outstanding Scientific Achievement – Recognizing impact beyond publications 
2. Outstanding Promotion of Science to the Public – Recognizing outreach
3. Outstanding PhD Thesis – Recognizing good PhD training
4. Outstanding Mentor – Recognizing good mentorship
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A researcher is more than a list of publications!

In 2018, the FNR has signed the DORA declaration to improve the ways in 
which researchers and the outputs of scholarly research are evaluated.

We have changed our policies/processes in the following ways:

- Explicitly discourage applicants from using metrics in applications

- Foster Open Access – a requirement for all FNR-funded publications

- Narrative CV – Encourage applicants to list a range of research outputs

- Data Management Plans now required for all FNR-funded projects

- Training and guidance for applicants, reviewers, and panel members
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Narrative CV – Why did we do it?

To increase potential diversity of research ideas and pathways 

Metrics

Quantitative 

information

Scientific vision and 

overall career path

Traditional outputs

Potential of 

researcher based 

on academic age

Broad contributions 

to science and 

society
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Webinar Summary
Narrative CV

How was it developed?

• Contributions to:

• Generation of knowledge

• Development of individuals 

and teams

• The R&I community

• Broader society

As well as:

Space for a personal statement, 
research vision, motivation for 

your work/career

Space to outline career 
progression, including career 
breaks, related non-research 

activities, etc…
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Webinar Summary
Narrative CV

How is it evaluated?

Qualitative 
Evaluation

Context for 
the proposal

Reviewer and 
panel 

guidance

Slower 
decision 
making = 

reduced bias

Supports a 
broader and 

more nuanced 
evaluation
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Narrative CV Implementation and Feedback results (2021)

https://www.fnr.lu/narrative-cv-implementation-and-feedback-results/

• Goal: To understand if we are achieving 

our goals with the Narrative CV, and to 

get a temperature check

• Report and Raw Dataset with 

quantitative and free-text responses 

(anonymized)

• Feedback from applicants, reviewers, 

panel members

• Second report from 2022 coming 

soon, preliminary data in next slides!

https://www.fnr.lu/narrative-cv-implementation-and-feedback-results/
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What have we learned (2021)?

Researchers are generally OK with this 
format…

But we need to do a better job with 
guidance!
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Preliminary Results – Guidance for Applicants (2022)
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Preliminary Results – Guidance for Reviewers(2022)
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What have we learned (2021)? 

The international community 
is embracing this change!
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Preliminary Results – Applicants (2022)
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Webinar Summary
Narrative CV

Examples of critical free-text feedback

• Applicant: Not enough space to put all achievements in, or show my metrics

• The goal of a narrative CV is to move away from valuing quantity and proxy measures

• Applicant/Reviewer: ORCID (or similar) can still show publications and journals, so this 

is still in the evaluation

• Change takes time, and we aren’t forbidding anything. We are only trying to shift the focus.

• Applicant/Reviewer: Narrative form will benefit those with good writing skills

• This is the same for a proposal – those with the most support/skill will have the most 

coherent document

• Funders are working on understanding biases and adapting evaluation to minimize them

• Applicant/Reviewer: Narrative CV takes more time to write/evaluate

• Yes, and this is ok. We want to evaluators to slow down decision making and make 

researchers reflect on their broad achievements

• We are working on reducing burden in other areas (e.g. project reporting)

• This isn’t fully true. We have data!
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Preliminary Results – Reviewers (2022)
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Preliminary Results – Reviewers (2022)
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So what do we do?

• How do we broaden what we value 

and reward in research?

• How do we support a more diverse 

set of roles and careers?

• How do we work together to create 

systemic change?
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Next Steps and some crazy ideas

Hiring, Promotion, 
Assessment

• Use of broader 
assessment criteria 
(e.g. around 
Narrative CVs)

• Rethinking 
recognition and 
rewards

Diversity

• Increase diversity 
of hiring and 
assessment panels 

• Shifting focus 
from “traditional 
outputs” in 
assessment

Career Precarity

• Team-science 
based career 
structures

• Rethinking 
“traditional” 
paths (e.g. virtual 
mobility)
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Striving for responsible research funding cultures

Communities of 
practice exist!

Funder Discussion Group
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Thank you for your attention!


